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I. Requirements
Premise
Moodle 2 has stated it is not a file management system but rather is a learning management system. To reduce problems 

with file management and server load, Moodle 2 now suggests, nay requires, that a learning content management 

system be integrated with Moodle 2 via the API structure provided in order to resolve problems with file management and 

server load.

Problem Statements

Problem #1: Usability

In previous versions of Moodle (prior to version 2) faculty are accustomed to associating files with a course and are used 

to copying their files from term to term. Within the course, the faculty can view their file system which is very similar to a 

desktop file system. 

With the advent of Moodle 2, files are no longer associated with a course, but instead with a resource or an activity. 

There is no "course files" system any longer. As such, faculty can:

• no longer reference a file in multiple places within their course from the same link, 

• nor can they mass upload content to their course and organize it in their files area prior to linking to content 

on the front page of their course, 

• neither can they link directly to pre-existing directories they have created. 

Instead, out-of-the-box, Moodle 2 requires file association by resource or activity only and it copies the resource with 

each link created for reuse within a course. Moodle also stores these files in its database with a hashtag, so ease of 

reference of a file is moot for the user. If a user attempts to upload a same-name-file to their course they are prompted to 

overwrite the existing file or rename the file with a version number appended to the file name. The Moodle 2 system 

automatically creates directories and subdirectories for these files and associates them with the resource or activity in the 

course. However, if the resource or activity is deleted, so is access to the files associated with these objects. Further, the 

files associated with the objects cannot be easily referenced or searched for within the course as the search is limited to 

filename parameters and users may not recall the actual file name of the objects they uploaded. In the prior versions of 

Moodle, file directory structure was self-determined by the user and readily accessed in one space for organizing, 

uploading, editing, and deleting.  No such space exists within Moodle 2 any longer. Indeed, the only way to delete files is 

to delete the activity/resource associated with the file(s). 
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Problem #2: Academic Records-Keeping Policies

In order to comply with both academic records-keeping policies and the need for users to access but not alter prior term 

completed courses, we require a system that allows us to associate files with a course and preserve the state of that 

course after a period of time has elapsed and to lock out users from the materials as required or needed.

Problem #3: File Ownership and Permissions

This problem stems from problem statement #2. If files are associated with users instead of courses, then what happens 

to content once a user with course creation privileges terminates employment or association with the school? If content 

is associated with a user account rather than the course, then if the user account is deleted, the course content also is 

deleted. 

Further, if content is associated with an owner, what if a course has co-teachers or content assistants whom also require 

access to these same materials? Content must be associated in a way so as to allow multiple-permissions or a high-level 

permission for read/write access to a multitude of designated users within a course (Moodle) and its associated course 

directory (Alfresco).

Solutions 

Moodle 2 (Native)

Moodle 2 has created an API system to allow third party integration of learning repositories with Moodle via the File 

Picker tool. This API is open-sourced and therefore editable.

     
Identified Problems 
    
The Moodle API-File Picker code by design was engineered to only allow READ access to files stored in external 

repositories. If an external repository file is selected for association with a Moodle resource or activity, Moodle COPIES 

the file to the Moodle database and associates it just with the resource or activity. This does not only NOT resolve the 

initial problem statements listed under the Premise, but it also means that if the file is edited or altered within the external 

repository, these edits do NOT propagate to the file now housed within Moodle. This is a major design flaw. Some would 

argue it is a feature, but if we were to resort to this feature, it would still not address the archiving and usability issues 

outlined in statements #1-3 (no FTP-like interface, etc.).

UCSF Moodle-Alfresco Project

UCSF's Applications Development Team working with members of the Learning Technologies Group and key 

stakeholders from the schools within UCSF is developing a custom solution to address the problem statements listed in 

this report.
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Our project must address the following key elements:

1. Two-way communication between the Moodle API and Alfresco API so that files updated within the 

repository are updated within Moodle.

2. FTP style management of files in the repository via the Moodle user-interface so that users may create, 

edit, delete, read/write, and rename files and directories within the repository and simply link to these files 

AND directories from the Moodle user interface.

3. Ability to reference the same file within the repository from a multitude of resources and activities created 

within a Moodle course or courses. File association with Alfresco is by a static URL. Not a URL modified by 

obfuscation or hash by the Moodle system. 

4. Association of files with CourseID and Term to allow for archiving and records-keeping of courses.

5. Roles and permissions sync so that users with content creation permissions within a course have access 

to all content within a course and indeed any content in other courses which they have permissions within. 

Users should be able to view other CourseID-Term directories in the repository from within their current 

Course.

6. We require the ability to "freeze" prior term courses from read/write status to view status only and eventual 

off-site archiving. Maintaining an application[Moodle]-year-course-term specific directory reference within 

Alfresco will allow us to easily freeze prior term courses at a set expiration date and archive these courses 

off-site as needed (take them off Alfresco and Moodle servers).  Indeed, it will allow for use of an archiving 

system similar to the one SFSU currently employs (see US MoodleMoot 2011 West Coast Notes). 

Maintaining such an application-year-course-term level system will also allow for ease of reference of 

materials by other systems utilizing Alfresco (Ilios, Podcasting, etc.).

7. The system requires that there is a sync between the Alfresco files and Moodle course files on a one-to-

one ratio. Meaning, each Moodle course will have it's own unique course directory correlation on Alfresco 

that matches the instance of the Moodle server. There will be no reusing of content from old directories to 

new directories for linking purposes. Rather, content is copied from one instance to the next to preserve a 

clean interface.

8. If a user needs to not just reuse but also update a file - such as update the content within the file but keep 

the file name, then a versioning process should be put in place so that a new file is created and associated 

with the user and the course within which it is being referenced because this is now a NEW learning object.

9. View and/or download access to learning objects (files) within the repository for users without ownership 

permissions should be handled via the Moodle interface through the links created by the resource or 

activity within the course.

10. Student level permissions users of Moodle should not have access to Alfresco via their Moodle user-

interface (e.g., the File Picker). 

11. Student level permissions users will have access to the default Moodle File Picker interface and may make 

use of the Private Files area within the Moodle system for temporary file storage set to a file size limit.

To meet these requirements:

• Regarding the File Picker:

• We will disable elements of the File Picker Repository interface in Moodle based upon user role 

assignments and permissions. 
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• Faculty/Course creators/TAs/Facilitators will not see "upload a file" or "server files" or "recent files" 

in the File Picker and the Alfresco API Repository will not be used in the File Picker.

• Students will not see the Alfresco API Repository in the File Picker (not in use on the system).

• We will create two new Moodle resource items for users with course-building and editing of content 

permissions (instructor-level access):

• Add an Alfresco file

• Link to an Alfresco directory

• We should enable Mahara repository integration for both subsets of user groups as well as 

Google Docs, YouTube, and any other one-way read and link-to access repositories available to 

us for use in the File Picker.

• Regarding the Alfresco file structure:

• See File Structure Use and Archiving with Dashboard UI (section II).

• Regarding the Moodle structure:

• See File Structure Use and Archiving with Dashboard UI (section II).

• Regarding automation of Archiving and Course Creation:

• See File Structure Use and Archiving with Dashboard UI (section II).

• Regarding automation of Enrollments:

• This documentation has not been fully developed yet and needs to be addressed in another 

report. However, automation of enrollments should be fed from the Registrar data - either 

collected within Ilios and parsed out to Moodle or directly from the Registrar system.

SPECIAL NOTE:

We should reconsider our use of the term "LOR" (Learning Objects Repository) or clarify it's definition in association with 

Alfresco.  The way we need to implement Alfresco with Moodle renders Alfresco as a Learning Content Management 

System and NOT a true repository in the sense that users can see and reuse items of content that other users have 

uploaded. This is not a user-based file sharing system, this is a system being designed for the use, time limited re-use, 

and archiving of content associated with courses of academic record.

If a true repository, along the lines of Merlot, is envisioned, then this is a differently purposed project separate from the 

current needs of our Moodle2-Alfresco integration.
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I I. Fi le Structure Use & Archiving 
(with Dashboard UI)
This document is an investigation and proposal of the ideal file structure and course  archiving, shell creation, backup/

restore, and rollout process. [DRAFT - Updated 09/16/11]

File Structure

See Appendix 1 for a larger graphical image.

Alfresco Directory Structure

• The Alfresco file structure partitions off a section for Moodle.

• Within this section there is a folder for the academic year (eg., Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 = 2011 directory).
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Moodle Reference of Files in Alfresco

• Within Moodle, the structure is defined by the system for Categories / Subcategories / Courses / Objects 

within Courses (Files, Activities, Resources)

• Files from the Moodle / Year / Course A (N251.01A_F11) directory reference the direct COURSEID_Term in 

Moodle.  

• We have a one-to-one ratio so each course in Moodle has it's own unique course file space in Alfresco. 

• This will ease archiving and course creation processes moving forward.

Archiving

This rationale sets up a need for archiving courses and freezing the state of the files in prior year terms.

• The files in the yearly Alfresco-Moodle-YEAR directories should be frozen on a yearly basis. 

• This enables linking to the files, but not editing of the files in the prior year term. However, linking 

to these files from any term but the term indicated is highly discouraged and should be 

prevented by the Alfresco system. 

• If an instructor requires editing and updating the files, then new versions of the files should be 

created and stored in the new Alfresco-Moodle-YEAR2 term directory for the course.

• Freezing the state of the files also will allow us to create new Moodle instances for each academic year. In 

this way, we can create a dashboard for users to access prior term courses (up to a preset expiration 

period) and also maintain a clean interface within the Moodle Site Navigation for faculty and users to 

access their current relevant courses as the navigation menus have changed in Moodle 2. Right now the 

"My Courses" menu sorts by course short ID and does not allow sorting by category. By archiving and 

moving prior term courses to another server, this will keep the My courses space clean for the current 

academic year.
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Above Image: Current Moodle2 Navigational interface - all courses from even prior terms or future terms are 

listed. For instructors with heavy loads (10-15 courses being taught) this can become problematic and 

effects usability.

There needs to be an expiration date for frozen courses so they may be zipped and sent off to cold storage or simply 

removed from access by the users (faculty/students/all users except admin).

• Zipping old Alfresco-Moodle-YEARx directories after a set period of time will allow for freeing up storage 

and bandwidth on the current production courses on the Alfresco server.

• Simply removing the link from the CLE Banner Stylesheet will prevent users from accessing via the CLE 

interface.

• Proposed cold storage / deep freeze: 3 years after completion of first term (so a Fall 2011 course would be 

taken down just prior to Fall 2015)

Proposal

Moodle Academic Terms are hosted on their own unique servers. 

Collaboration Space courses are hosted on their own unique server.

A dashboard (or links) are utilized to access prior term courses and Collaboration courses.
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For all Academic courses:

• creation of new Moodle server instances for each Academic term

• upgrading, patching, and maintenance of new server instances (for Moodle, PHP, SQL, Shibboleth, etc.)

• automation of course shell creation (shells do not contain content) for upcoming academic year term

• automation of course content copying from Alfresco to new term file space

• automation of course content population (backup and restore of prior year courses to newly created 

course shells where prior content exists)

• automation of course enrollments via a SIS (student information service) integration with the Registrar data 

(directly via registrar or via Ilios data pulled from Registrar and Ilios Groupings)

• ability to create new courses in-sync with Registrar system/Ilios that are not "legacy" (prior-existing term 

Moodle) courses.

Schematic of how this process works, termed "Moodle2Alfresco Rollover" for this 

example:

See Appendix 2 for a larger graphical image.
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The Graphic In words

Pertaining to the Moodle 2 Current Term Instance server (e.g. 2011)

	 Step 1: Put Moodle current instance into Maintenance Mode to lock out users.

Pertaining to the Alfresco server

Step 2: Copy Moodle current academic term directory to new academic term directory (e.g., 2011 to 2012 - 

Note, an academic term begins each Fall so it would be Fall 2011 to end of Summer 2012 on the 2011 

directory and Fall 2012 to end of Summer 2013 on the 2012 directory).

	 Step 3: Run the algorithm to change links to new directory.

Step 4: Run hash check (MD5, SHA 1/2 or whatever works) and then do manual spot check of randomized set 

of courses (~100). [Maybe we can automate this (simple script to see if links are broken?  Returns all dead 

links?  See why links broken -- corrupted strings?  Incomplete strings [truncations]?  Perhaps Moodle stopped 

at some point and did not do the entire list? But I would still recommend manual spot-check.]

RECOMMENDED: Create prior term (e.g., 2011) directory disaster recovery backup. Do either prior to Step 2 

or at end of this last sequence.

Pertaining to the Moodle 2 New Term Instance server (e.g. 2012)

  Step 5:   Build newly updated Moodle 2 instance server.

Server naming convention: http://moodle.ucsf.edu/newtermyear/

Include Moodle upgrades and patches and any custom upgrades.

Include any PHP, SQL, server upgrades, etc.

      Step 6:  Run script to create new term course shells on new term server.

This is a custom developed script that utilizes the registrar course data (or this same data pulled from 

Ilios).

• This REQUIRES CONSISTENT naming conventions for:

• Full name

• Short name

• Course ID number (this can be input later but is required for SIS enrollment 

synchronization - it is recommended to auto-populate this field as these are official 

academic term courses)

• For courses that are cross-referenced: see alternate plan.*

★ This must be addressed in the registrar system or Ilios system.
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	 Step 7:  Run script to backup and restore prior term courses to new term course shells.

• This is a custom developed script that will copy the previous existing courses to their newly 

created course shells (e.g., 2011 to 2012).

• Backup and restore are native Moodle behaviors. Automating this process requires custom 

programming.*

• Mary has some specs and use-case scenarios for this but not the actual programming code. She 

has done this on prior Moodle systems (1.9.x).

 Step 8:  Run algorithm to change Alfresco links in new Moodle from old year to new year directory.

• This does not alter the files. It simply resolves the links to Alfresco from the prior term directory to 

the new term directory within the newly copied Moodle courses (e.g., 2011 to 2012), thus 

preserving the one-to-one course directory ratio from term-to-term (academic year term).

Step 9:  Run hash check (MD5, SHA 1/2 or whatever works) and then do manual spot check of randomized 

set of courses (~100).  [Maybe we can automate this (simple script to see if links are broken?  Returns all dead 

links?  See why links broken -- corrupted strings?  Incomplete strings [truncations]?  Perhaps Moodle stopped 

at some point and did not do the entire list? But I would still recommend manual spot-check.]

RECOMMENDED: Create prior term (e.g., 2011) directory disaster recovery backup. Do either prior to Step 5 

or at end of this last sequence.

Pertaining to the Alfresco server

Step 10: Lock prior term directory to admin rights only (e.g., prevent user write access to 2011).

Pertaining to the Moodle 2 Current Term Instance server (e.g. 2011)

Step 11: Release current term (2011) Moodle site from Maintenance Mode.

Step 12: Change the CLE Banner Stylesheet for links to updated and prior academic term (make visible to 

users).

Pertaining to the Moodle 2 New Term Instance server (e.g. 2012)

Step 13: Create any new non-legacy term courses.

Step 14: Change CLE Banner Stylesheet for links to updated and prior academic term (make visible to users).

TIMING

The above process would take roughly one weekend with no access - especially the first run.

There needs to be a graduated release to user groups for access to post-transfer file systems. Backup and transfer 

processes are to occur soon after the new semester schedule has been finalized (when new course names etc. are 
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posted in Registrar system/Ilios). Of course, we know there will be new courses but that won't effect this transfer process 

as new courses will be added on to the new term course space on both systems (Moodle and Alfresco).

A model for graduated access release would be:

First access after transfer:  admins, staff and faculty some weeks before day of instruction to give time for 

prep. 

Access given to students on first day of class (can be earlier depending on need for grad/post-grad 

students need for access before day of instruction begins)/

SERVER(S) MAINTENANCE AND DISASTER RECOVERY

Question: Will we run 1 physical server per Moodle and Alfresco instance or run multiple instances of the same box?

• The question is which system will incur more overhead:

• processing time per instance(s)

• drive space

• network/connectivity overhead (slow? fast?)

• administration (maintenance easy or difficult or time consuming)?

If we decide to adopt the multiple instances plan, the overhead issue is one of the things we need to examine.  Which 

one of the two scenarios is better? We're talking about creating a process with a stable network underpinning it all.

At the very least, there must be a schedule of the backup/maintenance activities ahead of time and of testing new 

patches and updates per software prior to implementation.  These processes must be articulated in documentation and 

personnel resources assigned to maintain them.

Ideally, we would run multiple instances on one server if the overhead was within reason.  This would save backup/

maintenance process tremendously because the old instances would still be running albeit at a lower rate next to a brand 

new instance (which, of course would create the higher process).  We would simply have to turn off the oldest instance 

and throttle down the latest instance (read only access to files, no new registration, no administrative editing and 

development of new courses) before adding a brand new one. Further, maintaining the multiple Moodle instances on one 

server will definitely ease the backup and restore process from one term (year) to the next and ease the algorithm for 

resolving the Alfresco links on the new server instance. 

A second physical server would be created to backup ALL of this system and run in parallel with incremental backups to 

it's database.  i.e. A second physical server with the same applications/data on it that would mirror everything on the 

primary server.  A cron process could run a script that would update the secondary server database with new info and an 

incremental backup and restore would be executed just on the secondary.  The secondary would be live but not be 

online to the world. 

This would be the failsafe for our system in case ANYTHING happened to the primary.  We would be able to redirect to 

secondary immediately -- this would be an admin function that redirects to the secondary in case of primary server 

failure.
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I I I. Use-Case Scenarios
TEACHERS

Teacher adding or linking to an Alfresco file or directory as a new resource

1. Teacher wants to add a new resource to a course

2. Teacher clicks the "Choose a resource" button

3. Teacher clicks on "UCSF Files" ["code" for Alfresco]

4. Teacher fills out standard Moodle resource data, but when comes to "Content" section, instead clicks on "file 

manager"

5. Teacher is automatically logged into Alfresco via single-sign-on.

6. Teacher is presented with a view of their current Moodle term course directory containing files in 

Alfresco. [Alfresco queries which course ID-Term and role permissions of user in Moodle (by default, only admin, 

course creator, instructor, content assistant, leader roles) and grants read/write permission to that directory.] 

• QUESTION: Do we want them to be able to SELECT the course-term directory within the YEAR folder? 

Meaning, they could reference files uploaded to another section of the Course being delivered in the same 

term? 

• ANSWER: Yes. Savvy users can navigate the bread-crumb trail to the year folder (e.g. 2012) and choose 

another course folder to go into and link to a file from, but by default the current course file directory is 

viewed by the user. (Training issue.)

7. At this point there are options for workflow:

• Teacher creates a (sub-)directory or opens a (sub-)directory within their course folder.

• Teacher uploads a file (or files) to the (sub-)directory or selects an existing file within the (sub-)directory.

• Teacher sets permissions for viewing the file: Course (default), Ilios, Course & Ilios, Course & Public (Internet 

- can be accessed via direct URL link), ALL

• Teacher then selects either the DIRECTORY or the individual FILE as the link to return to Moodle.

8. Alfresco returns a URL link to the file OR directory in the external repository to the field in the form.

9. Upon save, the link to the Alfresco file/directory URL is returned to the resource within Moodle.

10. Moodle manages the resource URL as associated with the course and resource in the database.

11. Whenever someone wants to view that file, the resource module in Moodle controls access (for students, 

participants, members, TAs, etc. - all lesser permission roles)

To edit a linked file, teacher uses the Moodle interface to edit the resource, selects the file manager, and within the file 

manager has the option to choose a new file or directory (and while within the file manager can upload a new file, delete 

an existing file, create a new directory, delete an existing directory, or even download a selection of files or zip files into a 

directory and download the zip file).
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Note: Simply DELETING THE LINKED RESOURCE IN MOODLE DOES NOT DELETE THE FILE/S WITHIN THE 

ALFRESCO SYSTEM. The teacher has to delete the file/s or directory/s from within the File Manager in order for them to 

be truly deleted from the Alfresco system.

Teacher linking to an external file as a new resource (Google Docs, YouTube, ePortfolio, 
etc. - other Repositories or Websites)

1. Teacher wants to display a file from a repository

2. Teacher clicks the "Choose a resource" button

3. Teacher clicks on "URL"

4. Teacher selects the repository (Google, YouTube, and logs in if prompted), and either chooses the file or 

types/copies/pastes the url of the website.

5. Moodle will copy the file (if it is a physical file and not just a website link - such as a Google doc) into the 

Moodle server files for the course. 

6. Teacher must be made aware that if s/he edits the file in the external source, the edits do NOT propagate 

to the Moodle system.

7. Standard Moodle features apply to these resources. They will be preserved in any Moodle backup/restore 

of the course.

8. Teacher sets permissions for using the link using the defaults of the File Picker.

9. Link is to file URL is returned to the resource within Moodle.

10. Teacher saves the resource as per usual within the resource building tool in Moodle.

11. Whenever someone wants to follow that link, the resource module in Moodle controls access (for students,  

participants, members, TAs, etc. - all lesser permission roles).

NOTE: another issue is that the TinyMCE editor links to the file picker in order to link to a file or insert an image in any 

web-created text on the Moodle system. This may need to be HACKED for faculty. THINK ON THIS. If it pulls up the File 

Picker, faculty will not see the UCSF Files in the File Picker....

For all above scenarios, to EDIT the link or link to a new file, the faculty would enter via the same Moodle-LOR 

integration points with the exception that they would use the default Moodle "edit" feature associated with the resource 

to pull up the File Picker.

All editing options occur via the Moodle editing interface and loops back into the File Manager or File Picker processes 

outlined above.

STUDENTS

Moodle Defaults for Students with one modification - students do not see the LOR as an 

option in the File Picker:

Student submitting an assignment
1. Student needs to submit an assignment and presses the "Choose files" button

2. Student sees the "File Picker" where they can see files listed on any of several configured repositories (let's 

call them "Spaces"). Ideally they would only see Google Docs, YouTube, Private Files, Recent Files (not 

Server Files as there is currently a "bug" with this repository).*
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3. Student chooses a Space from the list

4. Student is ONLY prompted to enter username/password for non-core Moodle repositories

5. Student sees their files in their Space and chooses one or more

6. Files are copied from Space to Moodle

7. Assignment module controls the permissions so that only the Student and assignment graders can see the 

file (other students would not have permission).

Student attaching an image to a forum
1. Student needs to attach an image and presses the "Choose files" button in the posting screen

2. Student sees the "File Picker" where they can see files listed on any of several configured repositories (let's 

call them "Spaces"). Ideally they would only see Google Docs, YouTube, Private Files, Recent Files (not 

Server Files as there is currently a "bug" with this repository).*

3. Student chooses Space from the list

4. Student is ONLY prompted to enter username/password for non-core Moodle and -UCSF repositories

5. Student sees their files in Space and chooses one image

6. Image is copied to Moodle

7. Image file is attached to forum post by Forum module (by reference)

8. Forum module controls permissions so that anyone who can read that forum can see that file

Student attaching the same image in another forum
1. Student needs to submit an assignment and presses the "Choose files" button 

2. Student sees the "File Picker" where they can see files listed on any of several configured repositories (let's 

call them "Spaces"). Ideally they would only see Google Docs, YouTube, Private Files, Recent Files (not 

Server Files as there is currently a "bug" with this repository).*

3. Student chooses "Local files" from the list and sees all the files they've permission to use

4. A new hash URL of the image file is attached to forum post by Forum module

5. Forum module controls access to this file.

★ Note, in the Permissions for roles, there is the option to "prevent" access to a repository (Moodle2 site-

admin can set).

All editing options occur via the Moodle editing interface and loops back into the File Manager or File Picker processes 

outlined above.

SPECIAL NOTE: 

We should reconsider our use of the term "LOR" (Learning Objects Repository) or clarify it's definition in association with 

Alfresco.  The way we need to implement Alfresco with Moodle renders Alfresco as a Learning Content Management 

System and NOT a true repository in the sense that users can see and reuse items of content that other users have 

uploaded. This is not a user-based file sharing system, this is a system being designed for the use, time limited re-use, 

and archiving of content associated with courses of academic record.

If a true repository, along the lines of Merlot, is envisioned, then this is a differently purposed project separate from the 

current needs of our Moodle2-Alfresco integration.
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IV. Fi le Manager Interface
Overall Premises  

• We will be creating our own Moodle2 resource named UCSF Files and removing access to the default 

Moodle resources for File and Folder.

• The UCSF Files resource will utilize the core code for the default Moodle resource for File with the 

exception that the Content area on the File building screen will no longer have the buttons for "Add a file" 

and "Create a folder" but instead will have one button for File Manager that will take the user to our custom 

Moodle2-Alfresco user-interface for managing user/course files.

• The File Manager will allow the user to see their current course files, upload files, delete files, create a .zip 

of multiple files, download files, create a directory, delete a directory, and move (drag-and-drop) files into a 

directory.

• The other area to address (in another brief) is how to access the File Manager from the TinyMCE editor.

Schematic

See Appendix 3 for a larger graphical image.
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In Words: How to Create a link to a UCSF File (Alfresco) in My CLE Course

1. User logs into CLE course.

2. Turns editing on.

3. Navigates to Topic/Week to add file to.

4. User selects UCSF Files from the Add a resource menu.
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5. User fills out the required standard Moodle fields but at the Content section, clicks on the File Manager 

button.
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6. Upon clicking File Manager the new UCSF File Manager window opens in a pop-up (rather than the native 

Moodle File Picker).
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7. User clicks on the + button to add a file. The user's desktop file manager opens within the UCSF File 

Manager.
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8. User navigates to file and double-clicks (or clicks) to select file.
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9. User next sets the file sharing permissions and keywords for the uploaded file and then clicks "Save to 

Files".
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10. The file the user uploaded is displayed within the UCSF File Manager and is highlighted. The URL field 

below the file navigator is also now populated with the URL in Alfresco for the file. The user clicks on the 

"Check" or the "Save to CLE" button.

11. The URL for the file is now input to the default Moodle interface, located below the File Manager button. 

The user proceeds to fill out the standard resource fields on the form and saves within Moodle to display 

the file link in the course.
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